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Situation Report -1: Conflict in Assam. 
 

A. SITUATION REPORT: 

Fresh violence of conflict has been reported from Bodoland Territorial Administration Districts 
(BTADC) area in Assam. Approximately 31 people have been estimated to be killed so far in the 
violence in the districts of Kokrajhar, Chirang and Baksa.  

Thousands have been rendered homeless and around 498 people from Narayanguri and N K 
Khangrabari are taking shelter at Bhangarpar in Baksa District.  

As the violence in the BTAD areas have been controlled due to heavy deployment of army and 
paramilitary forces there is no fresh incidence of violence reported from the region. Curfew has been 
imposed in the three districts. Shoot-at-sight orders are also in place in Baksa. The region has also 
witnessed large-scale riots in 2012.  

B. Response from Government and Humanitarian Agencies  

 Government of Assam requested the National Investigation Agency (NIA) to probe into the 
latest spurt in violence in BTAD areas. 

 Prime Minister expressed concern over the incident and assured all possible help and 
support to restore peace and normalcy in the state. 

 Central Government had deployed 10 companies of CRPF and additional 10 companies 
would be dispatched to the violence-hit areas. The Chief Minister, who convened a Cabinet 
meeting to discuss the situation, has requested the Central Government to deploy a special 
force of the CRPF named Cobra to contain the violence in the BTAD areas effectively. 

 Patrolling has been intensified with the help of the Army and para-military forces. 

 Govt. has set up the relief camps and approx. 498 people are in the camp.  

 IAG Assam is monitoring the situation closely and planning for a joint need assessment once 
the situation normalize.                                                     

C. EMERGING NEEDS: 

 Need Assessment  

D. KEY CONTACTS: 

Sl. 
No. 

Name Designation Mob: E-mail 

1.  Ms. Geeta  Convener, IAG Assam   geeta.mazumdar@crs.org 

2.  Mr. David 
Kujur  

Coordinator, IAG Assam  +91-
7399016122 

iagassam@gmail.com 

3.  Mr. Vikrant 
Mahajan 

CEO, Sphere India +91-
9818666831 

vik@sphereindia.org.in 

4.  Ms. Chhemet 
Lamo 

Sphere India 
Coordinator  

+91-
8130660269 

chhemet@sphereindia.org.in 

Source: IAG Assam, Media News, Northeast News. 

Disclaimer: Sphere India makes every effort to verify the information contained in its Situation 
Reports. As the ground situation changes rapidly in emergency situations, users should check with 
concerned agencies before making any decisions based on the information provided in this report. 


